Suppose that a material has been subjected to a known deformation and entropy history in the past so that energy has been stored in it. Suppose too that some amount H, say, of heat is available and that we subsequently take the material through a closed cycle in strain and entropy space in such a way that the heat absorbed is precisely H. This paper is concerned with determining how much mechanical work can be recovered from the two sources of energy, the energy stored in the material in the past and the heat absorbed, by taking the material around a closed cycle and with finding those cycles which maximize the mechanical work. In fact we will not admit to competition all the closed cycles which absorb heat H. Instead we suppose that two working temperatures 6", 8 with 0 < 0" < 9 are assigned and consider only those closed cycles for which the temperature lies always between the assigned working temperatures.
This problem has, of course, been discussed in a great many papers and texts on thermodynamics since the work of CARNOT [2] . The content of these works appears to me to be the claim that the maximum recoverable mechanical work has the value ( -z r-) H and that this amount of work can be obtained only in Carnot cycles performed ! quasi-statically* .
In this paper I show that, modulo a condition of regularity on the material, the maximum recoverable mechanical work is never less than the classical amount ( -^--)H and that if the given strain and entropy histories are constant then
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the maximum recoverable mechanical work does indeed have this precise value. Also the maximum work has this value for hyperelastic materials. However, I give an example of a material with memory in which the maximum work exceeds the classical value except for certain very special histories, for which it has the classical value. Furthermore I construct two oneparameter families of closed cycles depending on a parameter A > 0 ; the first family ultimately extracts precisely the 8"*"-9ã mount ( and the corresponding internal dissipation a: R -• R by ' The word T hyperelastic f is used here in a sense differing from that of the treatise of TRUESDELL and NOLL [9] .
' Of course the heat flux is given by h = div q + r, where q is the heat flux vector and r the heat supply but we do not use this expression.
(1.5)
The definitions (1.4) and (1.5) are, of course, meaningful only where the derivatives e, f, it exist. We make the convention • • • that if any of the derivatives e, f, 77 does not exist at t€R then we define e(t) = 0, f (t) = 0, r?(t) = 0, h(t) = 0, a(t) = 0.
The material will be assumed compatible with thermodynamics in the sense that a >_ 0 for every process (f,??) . Various authors (see COLEMAN [3] , COLEMAN and MIZEL [4] , GURTIN [8] ;, WANG and BOWEN [10] ) have shown that the inequality or >^ 0
follows from the Clausius-Duhem inequality for extensive classes of materials and in [7] I have shown how, for a broad class of materials, this inequality may be deduced from a work axiom.
Hyperelastic materials, as defined here, are trivially compatible with thermodynamics since for them the internal dissipation is identically zero.
Equations (1.4) and (1.5) tell us that if the material is compatible with thermodynamics and if f (t) = 0 and rj(t) = 0 at some t€R then e(t) = -6(t)cr(t) < 0.
It follows that if (cpj$)€C is any history and
(<p T^0T ) is its constant continuation by amount r then and thus, if the energy relaxation property holds, E(<p,</)) > E (9(0)*, 0(0)*) (1.6)
i.e. among all histories ending with a. given value (<p (0) , #(0) , the constant history (<p(0)*, 0(0)*) has the least internal energy. This result and its proof are due to COLEMAN [3] .
For any process (f,r?) and any closed interval [a,b]c: R we introduce the measurable sets
If teE(a,b) then equation ( I The terminology *maximum recoverable work 1 was introduced in a purely mechanical context by BREUER and ONAT [1] . See also DAY [5] , [6] and [7] . = -H/e + + i/e + Ja -e + /e)h + J cr # (2 . 8 ) This section is devoted to discussing a simple example of a one-dimensional regular material which is not elastic and for which the maximum mechanical work recoverable from a history can be computed explicitly.
Since we are dealing with the one-dimensional case we identify X and L(X) with R and identify U with R ++ .
As the class of histories C we take the collection of all pairs (<p,*/)) with cp: R -» R any continuous piecewise smooth (1.5), (3.3), (3.4) and (3.5) shows that the internal dissipa-2 tion a is given by 9or = £ and so compatibility with thermodynamics is assured.
We establish regularity in the following way. For each A 
